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The StorVault brand is more than a logo, a colour, or a 
typeface; it is the total experience a customer has with the 
company.

For that reason, it is critical to maintain consistency in all 
customer interactions, from products and catalogues to 
tradeshows and employee contact. The consistent use of 
brand elements, as defined in this Style Guide, work together 
to build recognition and equity in the Reng brand.

This Style Guide comprises the StorVault brand as a whole, 
explaining how to use the logo with precise parameters as 
well as how to apply the StorVault brand to specific collateral 
elements. 

This Corporate Brand Style Guide serves as a resource to 
help all employees:
• Appropriately position the StorVault brand
• Convey company strengths with consistent and well-  
    defined collateral
• Enable clear and simple business communications
• Maximise the value of brand assets
• Provide a uniform brand strategy 

Although some rules presented in this guide are fixed, they 
are not intended to be limiting. There is scope for creative 
expression within the context of the guidelines, provided 
consistency and simplicity are maintained.

Note that All StorVault communication materials using the 
corporate logo must be proof read and approved by the 
StorVault team before final production.

Brand Style Guide Overview

Why Follow This Structured System 
By working within a structured system to develop marketing 
materials, StorVault can:
• Create a consistent brand image
• Build awareness of promotional gaps and stop unnecessary  
    material being produced (saving time and money)
• Avoid duplication of material in different regions
• Continually update and improve literature

Approval Process
All StorVault marketing and branding communications must 
be approved by the Marketing department before use.

All material for review needs to be emailed to 
marketing@storvault.co.za

Specifically, all materials used in advertising, catalogues, 
direct mail, tradeshows, video production, collateral, web 
content, presentations, facilities signage and vehicle and 
identification, must be approved by the Marketing department 
before implementation. (marketing@storvault.co.za)
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The StorVault logo(s) is/are one of the company’s most 
valuable assets. Its value increases as it is used properly 
and consistently in identifying the company. By providing 
uniform logos wherever visual identification occurs, it projects 
the quality that StorVault has come to represent. The logo 
is the core element of visual identity. It should be seen on 
everything from vehicle identification to advertisements to 
promotional materials.

The Logo Introduced

The logo should always be used as downloaded and never 
recreated. There are no approved modifications to the logo.
The logo is available in JPG, PNG and GIF format. The 
appropriate artwork format should be used on the 
requirements of the situation. 

Where possible, file formats should preferably be used as 
follows:
• EPS: All professionally printed applications
• JPG: Microsoft programs, online usage
• PNG: Online usage
• GIF: Online usage
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The Logo Elements and Exclusion Area

The Logo Elements
The logo consists of three elements: 
1. The StorVault Name in logo
2. The Shield with cloud representing Cloud back up 
service.
3. The Circle line represnting Recovery service.

It should not be redrawn, digitally manipulated or altered. 
It must always be reproduced from a digital master 
reference. 

The Logo Exclusion Area
In order to maximise its visual presence, the logo requires 
a surrounding area clear of any other graphic elements or 
text. The exclusion zone is equal to half the Symbol width 
(“X”). Always allow at least this amount of clear space 
around the logo.

The Logo Exclusion Area is always equal to or greater 

than the height and width of the area that is marked ‘X’.
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The Logo Colour Format Variations

The Logo Landscaped or Portrait
The logo can be used on a white or dark background by 
selecting one of the appropriate formats.

The Logo Black & White
The logo should be applied in black and white or 
greyscale only when full colour process is not available 
or this colour format is more appropriate to the media or 
environment.

Black Reversed
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The Logo Guidelines

Colours
Never change the colours of the logo. Follow the guidelines contained in this Style Guide carefully.

Embellishments
Do not add any drop shadows, embossings or other effects to the logo if not otherwise approved by the StorVault

Rotation
Do not change the angle of the logo.

Space
Space is important. Always leave the logo some space so it can breathe and come into its own. Refer to the Logo Exclusion Area 
guides in this Style Guide.

Background
Do not place the logo on inappropriate backgrounds. Use white, the Grey or neutral backgrounds. Refer to collateral elements in this 
Style Guide for further background variations.

Photos
Do not place the logo directly on cluttered backgrounds as it makes it hard to identify. Keep it clean and simple and place the logo on 
a white block as per the below.

When applied over an image. White block background to be used. Never place logo over cluttered images with no white background
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Corporate Colours

The correct use of approved colours helps to reinforce the StorVault brand, providing a consistent visual experience in every 
customer interaction. Consistent use of the corporate colours, as outlined in this section, will ensure that the StorVault brand remains 
instantly recognisable in everything from promotional materials to vehicles.

Palettes and Production Values
Colour values for various applications are listed below each colour arrow. Whenever possible, it is recommended to make a visual 
comparison with a printer colour chart of the colours being applied.

It is essential that colours are correctly specified. This is to make sure that consistency of colour is achieved across all media. All 
colours must be used at 100% opacity.

• For print: The process colour (CMYK) percentage formulas specified are StorVault’s preferred breakdowns.  
 They have been chosen to achieve the simplest and best possible match for each colour.
• For web: The RGB colour percentage formulas nominated here are ‘websafe’ colours or the Hex.

Corporate Colours
These are the corporate colours. Using these colours when representing StorVault will create further consistency throughout the 
organisation.

Dark Blue

Dark Blue

Green

Light Blue

Dark Blue

Blue

FOR WEB USE

HEX: #7DB8FF

R:124  G:162  B:213  

FOR PRINTING USE

C:51  M:28  Y:0  K:0

FOR WEB USE

HEX: #7CCE1E

R:124  G:206  B:30  

FOR PRINTING USE

C:40  M:0  Y:85  K:19

FOR WEB USE

HEX: #083BF5

R:21  G:82  B:159 

FOR PRINTING USE

C:97  M:77  Y4  K:0

Blue GreenDark Blue

FOR WEB USE

HEX: #CFD9FC

R:202  G:206  B:229  

FOR PRINTING USE

C:19  M:15  Y:1  K:0

Light Blue
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Corporate Colours
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Image Overlay Gradiated Colour
In order to create a new dimension or differentiation of a communication piece or section, one can overlay gradiated colours 
over imagery.

FOR WEB USE

HEX: #7DB8FF

R:124  G:162  B:213  

FOR PRINTING USE

C:51  M:28  Y:0  K:0

FOR WEB USE

HEX: #7CCE1E

R:124  G:206  B:30  

FOR PRINTING USE

C:40  M:0  Y:85  K:19

FOR WEB USE

HEX: #083BF5

R:21  G:82  B:159 

FOR PRINTING USE

C:97  M:77  Y4  K:0

Blue GreenDark Blue
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abcdefghi
Corporate Typefaces

The typefaces used in the corporate logo and in other materials plays a large part in establishing the visual identity of 
StorVault. Because typography is a subtle but important element in the overall corporate identity, it is crucial that the 
guidelines in this section are followed exactly.

In order to promote a sense of typographic consistency, the preferred typeface style is the Raleway family. In the case of 
readability, please try to avoid going below 7 point for body text, and 8 point for titles, headlines and sub headings. Our 
Substiute font or Web typeface is Arial please refer to the next page for reference.

Typefaces
Raleway Light, Regular, Medium and Bold.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Raleway Light

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Raleway Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Raleway SemiBold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Raleway ExtraBold
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abcdefghi
Corporate Typefaces

In order to promote a sense of typographic consistency, the substitute typeface style is the Arial family. In the case of readability, 
please try to avoid going below 7 point for body text, and 8 point for titles, headlines and sub headings. 

Web Typefaces
Arial Regular, Italic, Bold and Black.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Arial Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Arial Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Arial Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Arial Black
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Photography

Photography is another component in the StorVault visual identity. Photography adds a real, tangible visual element to the 
overall corporate brand. Because of the important role it plays, Photography must adhere to the guidelines in this section. 

However, due to the diverse nature of the StorVault services and offerings as well as separate marketing departments 
commissioning the photography, it is not expected that the photography used, have the same composition as well as 
treatment. It is this reason that the parameters are somewhat loose and a certain amount of artistic license is given within the 
Photographic Sample Palette. The harmonising of the brand comes in the use of other graphic elements and colours as seen 
in the communication collateral preceeding this section.

Photography is used to communicate the right messages and motivate people into action. Due to StorVault diversification, the 
intended audience should get an overall sense and feeling as to what StorVault does. Whether the photograph is in an banner, 
posts, a brochure, a catalogue, an advertisement or on a website, it should communicate this understanding.

• The use of Full Colour and Black & White images is permissable
• Only use images that are relevant and add value
• Ensure the content does not offend or alienate
• Avoid metaphorical or symbolic images, as they may be misinterpreted
• Avoid racial and gender stereotyping
• Use images that convey the global and diverse nature of the company
• Ensure that proper Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is worn by photo subjects
• Avoid displaying logos and brand names of other manufacturers and competitors

Images that are used in printed materials should be reproduced at print quality, or 300 DPI at 100%. DPI stands for “dots per 
inch” and is a measure of the resolution of the image (higher DPI represents a higher resolution image).

Images for online viewing or on the web should be reproduced at 72 DPI at 100%.

Images used for mobile applications should refer to the resolution and pixel density of the intended device and adhere to best 
practices of the human interface guidelines appropriate to the operating system.
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Photographic Sample Palette
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Photographic Sample Palette


